Welcome to the **D*I*Y Planner v3 Printer Test Package**, also known as the *FrankenForm*. This is a special form that contains most of the major design elements and greyscales that appear on the templates in the rest of the packages. The goal is to experiment with your printer settings and output options until this form prints to your satisfaction. You can then use the same settings to print the rest of the forms.

For more information, please see the DIYPlanner.com site. The documents section has a detailed handbook, a printing manual, and numerous FAQs and other articles to assist you.

The most recent version of this package, along with the rest of the printable template kits, can always be found at:  
http://www.diyplanner.com/templates/official/classic

**Legal Rights & Disclaimers**

All official D*I*Y Planner templates, covers, and relevant documentation are ©2004-2006 Douglas Johnston, email dougj@diyplanner.com.

This package is released under the terms of a Creative Commons license:  
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/